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Fairfield, Connecticut

Student vehicle stolen from south lot
By Jason A. Dalrymple and
Melissa Bruno

The white blazer owned by senior Jason Cosimano was hijacked from this lot late last Thursday
morning. Police informed Cosimano Satrday that the vehicle had been recovered.
Photo by Maddy Dunlap

UPENN accused
of taking organs

Last Thursday, Dec. 1, one
senior’s Thanksgiving cheer ran
out.
A white GMC Jimmy be
longing to senior Jason Cosimano
was stolen from the parking lot to
the side of the gym at approxi
mately 11:30 a.m.
“I was sitting in class and
happened to glance out the win
dow,” said Cosimano. “Next thing
I know I see my truck driving
away.”
Not only was the truck the
object of the hijacking, so also
was a number of Cosimano’s
personal belongings.
“I was going home for the
weekend and had packed up some
of my things,” he stated. “Some
of my clothes, my Fendi watch,
and other valuables were in there.”
After racing from class to the
scene, Cosimano then waited for
Public Safety to respond,‘Then

called both Fairfield and Bridge
port police.
“I don’t think anyone saw it
being stolen,” Cosimano added.
“I couldn’t see in the truck because
of the tinted windows.”
“I saw the truck drive past
South and West Hall,” said one
student, “But I didn’t think much
of it. I though he might have lent
the truck to somone.”
Cosimano was informed on
Saturday by Bridgeport police that
the truck had been found on Main
Street two blocks from Standard
Auto Body in Bridgeport. The
car, according to police, looked as
if it had been left after an accident.
“The whole front end was
smashed in,” said Cosimano, who
saw the car later that day.
On Monday, Cosimano found
that his possessions inside the car
had been taken, as well as the car’s
stereo system.
“They couldn’t just get the

See Truck, page 3

New SHU mag azine debuts
By Jason A. Dalrymple
Editor-In-Chief

By Joshua Fineman
College Press Service
Once again, the University
and the Philadelphia Medical
Examiner’s Office are being linked
to brains and eyes removed from
dead patients without the consent
of their relatives.
In the newest installment of
this macabre story, the Philadel
phia Medical Examiner has been
accused of removing eyes and optic
nerves from 19 dead children and
infants for a study without seeking
their parents’ permission.
According to a published sci
entific report, the study was a joint
effort between the city Medical
Examiner’s Office and the Scheie
Eye Institute, which is a part of the
university’s Department of Oph
thalmology. The study covered a
23-month period ending in August
1990.
Eyes were allegedly removed
from the children all under the age
of three. The causes of death of the
infants included blunt trauma to
the head, shaken baby syndrome
and sudden infant death syndrome,
according to the report, which was
published in the March issue of
“Ophthalmology Magazine.”

Towanda Bright, whose 17month-old son died as a result of
child abuse, said she is very upset
with the city of Philadelphia. She
said she was never told anything
about her son’s eyes
“I wish I never really found
out,” she added. “To remove his
eye was not a necessity. They
figured I’m not intelligent enough
to find out the procedure of an
autopsy. Since they are the City of
Philadelphia they think they can
do whatever they want.”
Bright said she never would,
have given consent if she had been
asked to. She added that the Medi
cal Examiner’s Office never had
the right to remove her son’s eyes
without her consent.
“It’s like they’re dissecting
fjrogs or something,” she said,
adding that she is thinking about
taking legal action against the City
of Philadelphia.

See Organs, page 3

Inside...

Sacred Heart University’s
endowment fund reached the 13
million dollar mark for the 199394 year according to the
President’s Annual report.
The report was made avail
able to the University commu
nity this fall through the new
magazine. Sacred Heart Uni
versity Magazine.
The magazine, a quarterly
publication, covers various as
pects of the University, ranging
from general news to graduate
information found previously in
the alumni magazine. Focus.
“Each edition will provide
insightful coverage of the
evolving Sacred Heart Univer
sity story,” stated the “First
Word” column written by the
magazines editor, Don Harrison.
The magazine will contain
features found previously in the

See Magazine, page 3
The President's Annual Report 1993-94
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News Briefs
C3ompiled by Jonathan McCarthy

Tips on new GMAT format
This past October a new requirement of essay
writing was added to the Graduate Management
Admissions Test (GMAT), Shortly after this new
requirement was introduced, an 11 % drop in students
enrolling for the exam occurred.
This new component was added to assure that
students enlisting in the program possess the proper
communications skills for the business world.
The Kaplan Educational Centers offer the fol
lowing tips to prospective test takers on how to effec
tively write these essays:
* Remember that the test exists to examine communi
cation skills and not specific knowledge of a topic.
* Creativity is a detriment on these essays.
* Write clearly and avoid technical vocabulary.
* Plan the essay and outline what you want to say prior
to writing.
* Be certain to proofread and make sure that the
writing is legible.
Kaplan is offering free informational seminars
containing information on the new format. Anyone
interested in these seminars should contact Kaplan at
1-800-KAP-TEST

St. Nicholas paid a visit to Sacred Heart this past St. Nicholas' day Monday. St. Nick wandered
the halls blessing wayward souls with well wishes and candy, he was greeted with nothing but
smiles and friendliness, as finals approach, and his blessings hopefully will be well spent.
Photo by Maddy Dunlap

Salvadoran people rebuild nation
By Cesar Munoz

FOCUS replaced with new magazine
The "FOCUS," which was the name of the
alumni newsletter, has been replaced by the Public
Relations Office with a new quarterly magazine
entitled: "Sacred Heart University Magazine."
The first issue was released on Nov. 28 and
includes a replication of the President’s Annual Report.
Faculty, staff, alumni, current graduate students
and the parents of full-time undergrads will receive a
copy in the mail. Anyone not receiving a copy in the
mail may pick one up in the offices of the President,
Public Relations, Institutional Advancement and
Development, Graduate Studies and Continuing
Education or at the Ryan-Matura library.
•

SG pres and profpublished in local paper
The Nov. 27 issue of the "Connecticut Post"
profiled Student Governemnt President Lloyd Scott on
page G-1
In that same issue. Professor Susan Mangiero
wrote an op-ed piece on Social Security entitled, "A
perscription for Social Security." This text appeared
on page C-2 in the "Forum” section.

V_________ ^___________________ )

Contributing Writer
El Salvador has recently
ended twelve years of civil war.
Now that the fighting is over and
the guns have silenced, the Salva
doran people are trying to put their
lives back together again. In the
small town of Calle Real, this re
building process is underway.
During twelve years of civil
war, Calle Real was in constant
conflict. Today, however, Calle
Real is bursting with activity.
A Carmelite priest named
David Blanchard arrived in Calle
real seven years ago. Though only
supposed to stay for two weeks,
he is now the pastor of Nuestra
Senora de Lourdes and resides in
El Salvador eight months a year.
Four years ago, the commu
nity set up a cooperative called
Epifania. This cooperative hoped
to set up a financial and social
welfare network inside Calle Real
to break the community of poor
peasants from their dependency
role within the society.
“The poor do not need used
clothes,” says Blanchard, who is

FOR SALE:
EXTRA INCOME
FOR '94
Earn $500 - $1000
WEEKLY STUFFING ENVE
LOPES. For details -

RUSH $1.00 WITH SASE

1987

NISSAN pulsar NX BLUE, AUTOMATIC, AC, PS,
PB, AM/fM CASSETTE, TTOPS, NEW EXHAUST, RUNS
GREAT. ASKING $3700.00.

203-878-9554

to:

GROUP FIVE

currently offering a lecture series
at Sacred Heart. “They need the
opportunity to work. You may
want to give me $500 in medi
cines. Thank you, but that is not
the way. We have to create a health
care system.”
To this end, the cooperative
has set up a variety of workshops
that include construction, metal
work and carpentry, among oth-'
ers. 20% of the profits from these
industries is placed into a commu
nal pot that is used for the purpose
of providing social services to the
community.
Since the main obstacle to
development is the lack of access
to capital, the cooperative has es
tablished a banking system within
the community.
These projects which are
aimed at breaking the cycle of
dependency inflicted upon these
people goes against the interests
of some international relief orga
nizations. The Agency for Inter
national Development (AID) is
one such agency. When the arch
bishop of San Salvador proposed
that the agency spend the money
that was reserved for social work
ers instead on teaching the people

WANTED!
Individuals, Student
Organizations and
Small Groups to

SPRING
BREAK ’95. Earn
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AND FREE TRIPS.
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INCOME OR FOR PERMANENT
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TO CANCUN, NASSAU,
JAMAICA, & SOUTH PADRE

FOR winter quar
ter. Over 15,
openings! For more

FAIRFIELD COUNTY. REFER
ENCES REQUIRED. REGISTER
WITH US NOW. THINKING
OF SUMMER JOB, DON't

ISLAND. SPRING BREAK
WITH SUN BOUND VACA
TIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL
GROUP OF 15 AS A COL

(206)
634-0469 EXT. V50851.

WAIT TOO LONG TO CALL
US. B MM AGENCY

/ FULL TIME. ARE YOU

Hiring for many posi
tions

information call:

203-375-9884.

self-sufficiency, the agency can
celled the entire relief program.
“Conversion is absolutely
necessary in order to obtain politi
cal, economic and social change,”
says Blanchard. “It is stupid to say
that we are going to transform
society without changing people
first.”
Blanchard sees the way in
which the Salvadoran people think
is the biggest obstacle to change."
500 years of oppression and
suspicion have caused the Salva
doran people to internalize a feel
ing of dependency. According to
Blanchard, these people today do
not know how to live without be
ing dependent.
Today, the Catholic Church
is. trying to reverse this trend and
give people their own voice under
the motto. Blanchard hopes that
over time, the Salvadoran people
will shed this dependence on de
pendency.
Ed. note: an unedited version of
this article was printed in Spanish
(original text) in the Fairfield County
Catholic

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000-i-/month working
Cruise Ships or LandTour COMPANIES.
World Travel. Sea
sonal & Full-Time
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE.
No EXPERIENCE NECES
SARY. For more infor
mation

CALL
EXT.

0468

1-206-634C50851

TRAVEL FREE

1-800-4SUN-BOUND FOR

LEGE REP. CALL

DETAILS

WE WANT YOU!
ARE YOU LOOKING TO GET
INVOLVED AT S.H.U.? JOIN
THE Spectrum as an ad
REP. EARN 10%
COMMISION ON ALL SALES.
CONTACT KATIE, NICOLE OR
JASON AT X7966 FOR MORE
information!
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Off-Campus News Briefs
Compiled from CPS reports

Rainbow Coalition threatens boycott

Members of Beta Delta Phi sorority set up shop for a crafts bizzare on Monday. All the crafts
for sale at the table this week werre made by the sisters themselves. The crafts will be on sale all
this week. Flashing their selling smiles are, from left to right, Eileen Bresnan, Alex Bothos and
Nicki Gorman.
,
•
Photo by Maddy Dunlap

Organs families outraged
Continued from page 1
Scheie Eye Institute spokesjjerson Harriet Levy said the whole
story is being blown out of pro
portion.
“It’s really not nearly what it
sounded like,” Levy said. “No
permission is requested when an
autopsy is for a criminal investi
gation.”
A press statement released by
the imiversity stated: “As part of a
police investigation into the sus
picious death of a child, tire Medi
cal Examiner has a legal mandate

to perform an autopsy in order to
confirm or eliminate abuse as a
causative factor. In such cases,
standard auto|)sy pmtocol includes
the removal and pathological ex
amination of the eyes and optic
nerves.”
Levy said she does not think
the medical examiner has acted
inappropriately.
“To someone out tliere in the
public, it’s shocking,” Levy said.
“But tliere isn’t anything inappro
priate with what the (Medical
Examiner’s Office) did.”
The purpose of the eye study
was to do a comparison of the

Magazine: newformatforfall
Continuedfrom page 1
Focus publication, such as the

Alumni Profile, Achievers, as well
as marriages and births. How
ever, in addition to those features,
the Pioneering section has been
added.
According to Harrison’s
opening remarks about the maga
zine, “We hope the magazine will
become an important part of your
regular reading diet.”
Featured prominently in the
premiere edition of the publica
tion is the President’s Annual
Report, which outlines the past
five year plan and sketches the
uiKoming one.
Also appearing in the maga
zine are portraits of Sacred Heart’s
newest priests as well as recogni
tion of achievements by Dr. Gary
Rose ami Dr. Babu George.
The decision for the new

magazine format over the newspajjer fonnat used for Focus was a
team decision in Public Relations.
“All of us in P.R. agreed that
a magazine format, witli its capac
ity for for graphics and four color
printing, represented the best ve
hicle for reaching the University’s
many constituencies,” said
Harrison.
Once the plan was drawn up,
magazine received support both
from James Lyddy, vice-pre.sident
for institutional advancement, as
well as from University President
Anthony J. Cemera.
“When Dr. Cemera gave the
project his unqualified endorse
ment, we moved ahead quickly,”
added Harrison.
1 The fall edition of the Sacred
Heart University Magazine is now
available though the Public Rela
tions department. The next edi
tion is expected next semester.

brain and optic nerve damage suf
fered by shaken children with that
suffered by those who had visible
head injuries.
The study’s conclusion stated
that victims of shaken baby syn
drome suffered fatal damage
similar to tho.se who died of blunt
trauma. The SIDs victims did not
have those injuries.
These new allegations come
at a time when the university and
the city are being jointly sued in
six cases involving the mishan
dling of brains, given to the uni
versity by the city Medical
Examiner’s Office.

WASHINGTON—The National Rainbow
Coalition has announced possible boycotts and law
suits against colleges that fall short of both graduating
the majority of their black athletes and hiring an
adequate number of black coaches.
According to NCAA figures, nearly half of all
Division I football and basketball players are AfricanAmerican, compared to 6.2 percent of coaches and
athletic administrators.
“If the schools are not playing fair, we will be
forced to take action,” said Charles S. Farrell, director
of the committee. “We can boycott the schools by
talking with their potential recruits about the policies
and practices of that institution.”
Farrell said the committee already has sent
letters to various basketball recruits across the country.
Jesse Jackson, founder of the Rainbow Coalition, said
he will visit the homes of the recruited athletes to
discuss the matter further.
Both Farrell and Jackson will attend the NCAA
Convention in January to outline their plan to improve
the role of black student-athletes in colleges today.
That plan includes:
• Recruiting minorities in non-revenue sports.
• Providing athletes with training in personal and
career development, as well as financial management
skills.
• Assigning at least two qualified women or
minority job candidates on the list for all coaching and
executive administration jobs.
• Hiring proportionate numbers of minorities and
women in coaching and athletic administration.
• Providing coaches, administrators and athletes
with cultural diversity classes.
• Purchasing a fair percentage of goods, services
and merchandising contracts from minority-owned
outlets.
V_______________________________________________ >
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Truck: possessions lost too
Continued from page 1
stereo out, so they ripped out the
entire dashboard,” said Cosimano.
Cosimano, who will be
graduating witli a BA in political
science in December, was going
home to New Jersey for a doctor’s
appointment as well as bringing

.some things home before gradua
tion.
“1 figured I’d get a jump on
things,” he said.
At this time, Cosimano is
unsure of what he plans to do
about the truck, which is still sta
tioned at Standard Auto Body.
“Mr. Cosimano has not indi
cated his plans to us yet,” said a
representative at the shop.
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Editorial Page
Getting ready for the holidays
It’s that time of year again. That time to
rush through the mall searching for that “oh
isn’t that precious” gift for friends and loved
ones. That time to prepare for the long haul
home in two weeks. That time to hit the books
and grip the desk in anguish before that last
final.
It’s also the time of year where the ten
sion fights daily with the spirit of Christmas and
Hanukkah. You can feel it in the air, see it on
TV (ie, California’s Proposition 187 debate),
read it in the papers.
But somehow, though we all manage to
forget it while caught in the middle of an emo
tional tug of war, it does change, it does end.
We go home to our warm fires and chestnuts
roasting and carols playing and snow falling
and...
Suddenly the tension’s gone. That’s what
we need to look at. This is also one of the few
times that looking into the future can be a
comfort rather than a bane.
Relish in it at least once each day, know
ing that each day gone by it comes closer.
And remember to share it with someone, too.
It is the spirit, right?
Happy holidays folks.

Article leaves some truths unsaid
By Jonathan McCarthy
Associate Editor
As 1994 comes to an end, one
takes time to reflect on the year
that has past. Here at Sacred Heart,
the ‘94 fall semester ushered in
many things. These include a new
residence hall. West, as well as a
new dining service in Flik. For the
most part, ‘94 ushered in many
good things for the University
community.
H o w ever, there is
still
one
question that
has
been
commonly
asked around
here. That
question is,
what does
Student Government do?
Unfortunately, the Student
Government, run by president
Lloyd Scott, answers the question
time and time again. Nothing!! In
the Oct. 6 issue of the Spectrum,
Vice-President of Student Gov
ernment Sandra Martinez said,
“We need to solve the problems
with the Executive Board before
we can handle anything outside of
Student Government.” It is in
creasingly evident that these
problems have not been solved.
Here we are, with the year half
over and our Student Government
has virtually nothing to show for
it.
This can, and I’m sure will
be, disputed though. What has

happened this year? In Scott’s
agenda, which he published in the
Sept. 8 issue of the Spectrum, he
stated, “I expect to present a
proposal...dealing with the in
crease of both our library and
computer hours. I am in the pro
cess of setting up a sex education
policy committee...”
“I know of nothing about li
brary and computer hours and the
sex ed policy committee would
have happened with or without
Lloyd Scott because the idea was
put in motion last year,” said Se
nior Class President Maria
Puopolo. The only other thing
that can be attributed to Student
Government is the new bus shel
ter. However, this was paid for by
the budget of Jim Kraemer’s Stu
dent Government last year.
So, where does the blame lie
for the inactivity of our Student
Government? Originally, the is
sue was based on race but that
-doesn’t seem to be a problem, at
least according to an outside
source. On Sunday, Nov. 27, the
Connecticut Post ran an article
about our Student Government
leader. The headline said “Apa
thy not for SHU leader” and the
article said, “The good news so far
is that race does not seem to be an
issue. The bads news is that stu
dent apathy does.”
It is the question of apathy
that concerns me. Program after
program and activity after activity,
the Ijniversity’s students show
their willingness to get involved.
However, what have they gotten
in return? Nothing. That alone

would cause anyone to be apa
thetic.
The Jump headline to the Post
article read “SHU leader stresses
results.” What are they? The
article doesn’t mention any. It
reads as a biography of Scott, and
is heavily based on race. Why?
It’s not an issue at SHU so why
mention whether someone is white
or black when quoting a source “Dana Scinto, a white student...”
Who cares? Right!
The article did however take
the time to mention “The closest
Sacred Heart has come lately to
any public racial tension...” being
Jason Dalrymple’s editorial en
titled “Coloring an Education
Dangerous.”
Scott replied in the Post by
saying he is a free speech type of
guy “But like my father always
said, some things are better left
unsaid.” It’s interesting that the
brush with racial tension resulted
in only a fewletters, some in favor
of the article, others against it.
The point is this, blame it on
whatever you want, race, apathy,
aliens or whatever, nothing is get
ting done. Puopolo said, “I wanted
to go out with a bang instead of the
fizzle that this body (SG) repre
sents.” This fizzle idea seems to
have a tremendou s grasp on Scott ’ s
regime.
The bottom line is (hat half
way through the year, the students
are losing. Nothing has been done
to date and there seems to be no
promise forthe next semester. But
then again, maybe things are bet
ter left unsaid.

EDITORIAL POLICY: The editorial page(s) is an open forum;
submissions are not judged by the opinions expressed or by any
criteria not related to the quality of the writing or timliness of the
topics. The opinions expressed on the editorial page(s), whether in
signed columns or letters to the editor, are solely those of the
authors. Unsigned editorials appearing in the far left column of the
first editorial page represent the majority opinion of the Spectrum
Editorial Board. Guest editorials and letters to the editor are
welcome and encouraged. All sunmissions are subject to editing
for spelling, punctuation, grammar and clarity. Letters to the editor
should not exceed 400 words and will be considered on a spaceavailable basis. The Spectrum does not assume copyright for any
published material; all rights are retained by the author. All
submissions are reviewed by the Editorial Board and final deci
sions are made by the Editor-in-Chief.
The Spectrum is a student-run newspaper of Sacred Heart Univer
sity, published every Thursday during the academic year. The
Spectrum office is located in the Academic Building. The phone
number is (203) 371 -7963. All mail to the Spectrum should be sent
to Sacred Heart University c/o the Spectrum, 5151 Park Avenue,
Fairfield, CT 06432-1000. The Spectrum believes all advertising
to be correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy. The advertising
deadline is seven (7) days prior to publication. For information call
(203) 371-7966. Fax number is (203) 371-7828.
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NEWS FROM TULSA
By Chris Nicholson
Contributing Editor
It’s beginning to feel a lot like
Christmas. Well...it’s beginning
to feel a lot like how Christmas
feels to me now. It doesn’t feel the
same as it used to.
When I was a kid, Christmas
felt different. It felt...well...it
justfelt.. .like Christmas. There is
no other description, there is no
other word. It
was a unique
feeling, and I
only felt it
once a year.
The feel
ing started
soon after
Thanksgiv
ing, after the
crisp blue air of autumn had al
ready faded into the biting frost of
New England winter. You’d see
married men and women outside
stapling strings of lights to their
houses, and the next night those
lights would be burning bright—
red, green, blue, green, yellow.
The lights, the air, the refreshing
smell of a pine fire smoking out of
the Johnsons’ chimney. That is
what Christmas felt like, but the
feeling got stronger still.
As the weeks to December 25

passed, the feeling would keep
growing until, finally, on Christ
mas Eve, the day you had waited
for, finally came. School was out,
maybe there was some snow on
the ground. Warm sugar cookies
were cooling in the oven, home
made hot chocolate was brewing
on the stove, and you were getting
ready for bed early so you wouldn’t
delay Santa’s visit. You would be
in bed, but you knew you would
never fall asleep.
Ever since I could remember,
that is what Christmas felt like,
until I was 12. That was the year
that I was baffled, confused, be
cause the weeks of November and
December came to me, smiled,
and walked away, but still brought
no feeling of Christmas. I knew
the day was coming, but there was
no feeling coming with it.
This distressed me; I’m not
sure exactly what loss I felt, but it
was more than just losing a holi
day feeling.
Finally, on Christmas Eve, I
had a chance to sit alone in our
living room, watching the glowing
bulbs of the tree, the twinkling
tinsel, a crackling wood stove
warming the air, instrumentals of
carols softly playing on the stereo,
and...then...I started to feel it
again. It was only a moment, and
then the feeling was gone. And it

didn’t come back the next year. The snow fell around me, each
Or the year after.
flake swirling, caught in its own
I think we have all felt some personal gust of wind, fluttering
thing similar.
to the frozen ground where it fi
I don’t know what caused it nally lay upon the millions of other
in me, and it never really mattered crystals that fell before it. Indi
anyway. The fact was that vidually, the flakes were beauti
Christmas used to be magic, and ful. Together, they were Christ
then I grew up, and the magic mas.
became just another holiday.
I couldn’t see the sea water
Then last Christmas came.
through the falling snow, but I
I was supposed to go to mid could hear two seagulls out on the
night mass with another family on dark waves, cawing steadily,
Christmas Eve, but I cancelled sounding—suspiciously—like
because I felt sick—for the second they were laughing.
Christmas in a row. Then, on my
I started to miss my family;
way home, something happened. they were home making sugar
I was driving, I was tired, and * cookies and hot chocolate, and I
cranky. Then a drop appeared, out was on the beach getting cold and
of the black, cold night, on my getting wet—but getting the feel
windshield. Then another, and ing back.
another. It was snowing...on
In the car again, I heard the
Christmas Eve.
disc jockey on the radio warn that
I scanned the radio and found “cars are slipping and sliding, so
a station playing Christmas mu take your time coming home.” I
sic—“Please Come Home for drove slowly, and I passed two
Christmas” played, and then, as if men on the sidewalk who were
someone had planned a mystical just standing and waving at pass
chain of events, Bing Crosby sang ing drivers, saying, silently in the
the first note of “White Christmas. ” night: Merry Christmas.
Bing was dreaming, on my radio,
What about this year? Flut
of a white Christmas, but I didn’t tering snow flakes, the smell of
have to dream about it. It was crackling fires, the bum of hot
actually happening.
sugar cookies in my hands—they
I stopped—of all places, at are all signs of a holiday upon us.
the beach—and I was alone except It’s beginning to feel a lot like
for one other man and his dog. Christmas, once again.

D

(Letters to the Ed±t^
One PERSOI^IS CONVENIENCE TAKEN FOR GRANTED
To the Editor:
I would appreciate it if you
would print this letter for me. The
incident left such an impression.
I’d really like this person to know
how much.
To the girl in the red Pontiac Sunbird:
When was the cul-de-sac at

Jefferson Hill designated your
personal parking area? I guess I
wasn’t here when that occurred. I
apologize for the inconvenience.
You see, for the last three years, I
believed the cul-de-sac ah area in
which to turn around, my bad. I
never realized that area was a turn
around only when you deem it so.
Now I see why it was so necessary
for you to refuse to move your car

a couple of feet to let me by.
I would also like to commend'
you on your vocabulary. Such big
words for such a little person.
Once again, I apologize for
any inconvenience. I’ll know bet
ter next time. Oh, yeah, and Merry
Christmas to you too.

The girl in the blue Dodge Colt
Laurie Willett
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Letters to the Editor
Forum

m

raises specific questions and concerns

dents and committee members had
misunderstood the intentions of
The article last week did not the committee, which Dr. Cemera
quite represent the tone of the open confirmed.
It was not I who suggested
forum with President Cemera. No
condoms
be served up in the bath
comments were misunderstood by
me or by him. The conversation rooms or abortion counseling-it
was he who asserted that this would
was not ambiguous.
Dr. Cernera unequivocally be the natural outcome of open
announced in front of six witnesses ended conversation. He further
that the purpose of the sexual policy stated that these particular topics
committee was NOT to hold fair, (condoms and abortion) would not
open discussion or inquiry on the be laid on the table for discussion
issue, but rather to transcribe what or consideration. I suggested an
he feels is a set policy of Catholi autonomous health care facility
which could accommodate the
cism.
I believe that my fellow stu tuition paying multi-denomina

To the Editor:

"Leftist”

tional student body in an era of
AIDS, herpes, and other sexuallytransmitted diseases. Dr. Cemera
stated that AIDS was not a concern
to this University. I believe stu
dent should have the knowledge
and tools to combat these deadly
diseases. Dr. Cemera does not. It
just makes good plain sense to
keep the students alive and well
for another term.
Come spring, SHU will be
my alma mater and I hope to carry
this honor with pride. We should
be able to say that SHU is a uni
versity that cares more about the
health, education, and well-being

letter raises opposing angle

lentless demons seek and attempt macy rates? That’s a main cause
to destroy. Does a double stan of the problem. Never in the
history of the world has a race
I’m writing regarding the dard exist? You bet it does!
been so pandered to and given
The
left,
being
the
elitist
Nov. 10 leftist letter about rac
everything (that was not stolen)
blacks
and
guilt-ridden,
pander
ism. First of all, 80% of all
and yet as a whole they have
ing,
spineless
whites,
are
leading
racism that is alleged by mi
norities does not exist. Where it this country towards third- failed so miserably.
Anyone who would like the
does come from is government worldism. Perfect lead into my
facts
in black and white (or
backed racism: affirmative ac next point, this country’s racist
should
I say multi-colored?) read
tion, quotes, set-asides, and other immigration policy that allows
the
most
important and truthful
90%
non-whites
into
the
country.
such sicknesses. It is practiced
book
written
on the matter: Paved
Yes,
everyone
reading
this
take
a
by universities, corporations and
With
Good
Intentions
by Jarred
good
hard
look
at
the
facts.
If
you
in every phase of life these days.
Then there are wonderful are a white male who loves God Taylor, if you dare!
The left and their followers
terms such as “diversity,” “multi- and women, is a hard-worker, non
must
be stopped.
culturalism,” “sensitivity” and crime committer and has any mor
Oh,
and as far as the worn
“people of color” to name a few. als whatsoever, you are the second
out
subject
and excuse of slavery
I guess white people are color class citizen in this country.
goes,
blacks
are more to blame
Look
at
the
mother
lands,
locHc
less, maybe even transparent. '
God forbid anyone even has at all Europe has achieved. In than whites. They sold their own
a less than holy thought of an many parts of Africa, they expel people. How sick!
“African-American.” Jesse their human wastes in their own
Jackson and the rest of the so- drinking water. What, 6% of the Mark A. O’Neill
called “reverends” crawl out of population commits over 40% of
their septic tanks and these re- the crime? What about illegiti

of its students than it does for the
ecclesiastical patriarches who
wish to keep us strapped to a me
dieval papal code.
I would like to add that Dr.
Cemera’s attitude came as a sur
prise to me, as all the professors I
have ever had at this school since
1981 have shown genuine cofnpassion for their students and a
tolerance for different points of
view. This respect was not ex
tended to me in our conversation.
In fact, no fewer than three times.
Dr. Cemera suggested I always
had the option of leaving school
(right then and there!) because I

Accolades

Jane A. Pottle

for dance team

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

N

had the courage to voice my con
cerns.
Does anyone else out there
agree that we have a right to all the
options of medical technology
under the law regardless of theol
ogy? Please don’t let Dr. Cemera
think I am the only concerned
student out there. Let me know.
Let him know.

dancers were able to entertain
several fans while doing what they
love-Dance!
Congratulations to Teri
DelRossi (co-captain), Jeannie
Testani (secretary), Melissa
Kewalik and Danielle Libera (co
chairs of fundraising), Christy
Ashley, Libby Forstram, Tanya
Pallo, Lisa Grassi, Tracy Milne,
Keri Flannigan, Ashley Aimetti
and a special thanks to our patient
coach Deidre Eller.
Each of you make me very
proud to be a team member, I hope
our basketball season will be as
successful as our first full season!
Congratulations, Ladies!

In less than a year of experi
encing Sacred Heart University,
there are several special and tal
ented people I feel need to be
acknowledged for a terrific first
season. In such a short amount of
time. Teri DelRossi and I eagerly
anticipated a new team to this
rapidly growing university com
munity. Slowly, but surely the
Dance Team evolved our advisor
Karen Pagliuco and Teri DelRossi
were driving forces behind a truly
talented team, that would bring
several smiles and a tremendous
amount of school spirit to the home
football games.
•Keep on dancin’!
"--With the support and
tance of Lina Strimavicius, Don Laura Baldino
Cook, Admissions, Student Gov
ernment, the CCO finance board,
Steve Harrison, and Denise
Sutphin, 12 gifted and dedicated

________________

Catholic

questions faith

To the Editor:
I am a Catholic girl. Catholic
girls are supposed to be “good
girls.” If you don’t know whatT
meanby now,I willtellyou. SEX.
I am eighteen years old and I
haven’t been a virgin for two years.
I know I wasn’t married, but I did
it. I also have a baby, another sin
I made.
I go to church, though. I
asked God to forgive me for these
sins and he has, I’m sure. But I am
extremely confused about my re
ligion. I know I am supposed to
believe in whatever God tells you
to do, and I am supposed to do
what He wants me to do. For the
most part, I have.
Okay, enough about me.
What about the rest of the Catho
lics out there and the ones that go
to school here at Sacred Heart, a
Catholic university? Do they lis
ten to what God wants them to do?
I don’t know.
I read the other day in the
school paper about a new sex
policy that the school is trying to

Suggestion

develop. I am not sure what the
policy is going to be about, but
this is a Catholic school, and we
preach no sex until marriage. I
don’t think this will stop anybody
from having sex here.
I am not trying to get on
anyone’s nerves (though I prob
ably am), but I am sure sex will not
stop on campus. I am not a virgin
anymore, I have been through a
lot and have a beautiful daughter
who I will never give up.
But I don’t think losing my
virginity was worth going through
so much stress and anguish.
I think a sex policy may be ^
good idea, but you have to think
about who is going to listen.

Name with held by request
Editor’s note: Due to the per
sonal nature of this letter, it has
been agreed that the author’s
name be withheld. It is for the
personal issues revealed here,
and not the opinion expressed
that anonymity is utilized.

for advertising

To the Editor:
I feel it is very necessary to
have a bulletin board at Sacred
Heart showing all the available
activities to us that day. Many
other universities have a bulletin

board showing all the day’s ac
tivities and events in a visible area.
A student can see workshops,
athletic events and other activities.
I never know what is going on, or
I easily forget there are so many. I
think a great spot would be right

IRC CAN BE MORE THAN A MINDLESS FAD
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
Jason Dalrymple’s editorial re. garding the “new computer
rave,” IRC, otherwise known as
internet relay chat. Like many
people described in the article, I
too have recently become a
regular IRC user. Jason’s comments mentioned how IRC has
become the new campus craze,
At the same time, he mentions
the negative aspects of using
IRC and says that Sacred Heart
students are becoming addicts
or even “abusers.”
While I agree spending
three or four hours a day using
IRC is extreme, I do not see any
harm with using the system
several times a week. What do
students use IRC for? Well,
based on popular opinion, most
believe it is a way for students to
waste their time having pointless
conversations with other people
around the country and the
world. I too admit to having
these meaningless discussions

at times. However, the excite
ment found in IRC is when
someone suddenly comes across
another person he or she can relate
to from across the country or the
globe-someone who either has the
same major, plays the same sport,
involved in the same activity, etc.
The feeling is incredible. Suddenly
that person has become friends
with someone who he or she otherwise may have met, all due to
the wonderful advancement of the
information highway, something
we must grow to accept in today ’ s
culture.
Since I have begun using IRC,
I have met several people involved
in the same majors I am taking.
One person had given me invaluable insight on studying abroad in
Spain, a future goal I am looking
forward to in my junior year,
Another person actually helps me
improve and practice my Spanish
conversation skills by writing to
me in Spanish. In addition, this
person has also taught me about
Mexican culture. The benefits I
have found by using IRC can go

on and on.
Like Jason, I agree that there
should be a limit to how much
IRC a person uses. Like any fun
activity, it should not be placed
before more important priorities
such as school work. As for the
energy that is being used, the
computer lab aids might want to
create a sign up sheet which limits
the amount of time a person can
use IRC that day. Since the
computer lab is not very big, I
am sure keeping IRC under
control should not be very diffi
cult. Other schools have man
aged.
In my opinion, using IRC is
a leisure activity-no different
than watching television, talking
on the phone, playing Nintendo,
etc. I use it in my spare time
because I enjoy it. It is exciting
to have access to people all
around the world and I truly hope
that we will continue to have this
privilege.

Annette Bosley

V__________________ ____________________________________
near the Dining Hall.
Every day it should be
changed showing all the events.
That way there are more people at
the events like the women’s soc
cer games.
Also there should be a bulle

tin board in the halls showing all
the activities such as the councils.
I never knew what time they start
or where they are.

Colleen Kennedy

Merry
X~mas!
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IVansfering a give and take affair
Some students come, others on the go
By Gina Norelli
Staff Writer
There are always students
dissatisfied with the college or
university. However, it is virtu
ally impossible for a school to

meet every expectation of each
individual.
For example, there are stu
dents at Yale University right now,
sitting on a bed in their dorm room
miserable, making plans to trans
fer. Even with Yale’s high pres
tige, curriculum, activities and
programs offered, the university
may not suit everyone. It couldn’t
possibly.
*
A school such as Sacred Heart
University is not for everyone.
As the semester winds down
and students busily register for
next semester’s classes and pre
pare for finals, a small population

of students decide to leave Sacred
Heart University to pursue other
options.
Why do some students de
cide to leave?
From interviewing several
students, a diversity of reasons
arise that range from financial dif-

Acuities to complaints about the
size of the schools and dissatisfac
tion with.the location of the school.
There is no singular reason.
However for every flaw found
with a school, there are some stu
dents who love a certain charac
teristic about the school which
make others nauseous.
First-year student Kelly
Dolliver describes her reasons for
not returning next semester.
“First of all I changed my
major from Physical Therapy to
Radiological Technology. And I
feel that I don’t fit in,’’ says
Dolliver. “So I’ll be going to the

community college by my house.”
A 22 year old upperclassmen
resident who prefers to remain
anonymous has different reasons.
“I can not equate the amount
of money I’m spending for the
quality of education I am getting.
I am also being inconvenienced
when it comes to having a car on
campus,” replies the student. “I
don’t understand the way that sys
tem works or why someone who is
an upperclassman and 22 years
old is not capable of having a car
on campus.”
First-year student majoring in
pre-law, Mike Avalos, looks for
ward to going back to New York
City, where he is from. He has
many dissatisfactions with Sacred
Heart.
“I do not hate it here,” says
Avalos. “I just do not like it. If
there was more school spirit, I
would be enticed to stay, but deep
down it is still a commuter school."
"It takes some time for a
school to develop school spirit
and I don’ t think I should wait,” he
adds. Mike plans to transfer either
to NYU, Fordham or Boston Col
lege next fall.
On the opposite side, a new
batch who have already experi
enced college life decide to go
from their first school to a new
place.
Interestingly, a growth in the
number of incoming transfers to
Sacred Heart raises curiosity.
What attracts students to change
where they want to go to school?
Junior Stephen Scholz from
Black Rock, CT with a major in
English, sees this school’s size as
a definite benefit.
“Before transfering to Sacred
Heart, I attended UConn in Storrs.
Sometimes my classes contained
as many as 75 students,” he says.

^^What Pve found here
at Sacred Heart is a
dense and productive
learning atmosphere
where the students
and faculty interact on
a personal level. This
is very conducive to a
good education.”

“The teachers care for the
students,” Moniz adds.
Melissa Marino, a sophomore
majoring in physical therapy,
transfered from River College in
Nashua, NH due to academics and
activities.
“I came because my school
didn’t have what I wanted to ma
jor in. There are a lot of sports and
clubs here as well,” she said.
To West Hall Residential
Assistant Keith Hudson, Sacred
Heart has a lot to offer.
“This is my third college and

it is the only school out of the three
that has a variety of activities ev
ery week,” he says.
Majoring in international
business, Keith originally went to
a community college in Vermont
and then transfered to the Univer
sity of Florida.
Although the mentioned rea
sons for transfering sound logical
and clear, other reasons may re
quire some serious consideration.
Loneliness and boredom with no
actual cause are two feelings that
unfortunately become part of a
final decision.
A student might feel bored to
the extent of thinking that he or
she is missing out on “something”
elsewhere.
If a student does not get along
with a roommate, has trouble
dealing with homesickness or
thinks “I don’t fit in here,” there is
a good chance that person may
leave.
The student might think that
if he or she goes some place else,
they will be happier.
Someone who feels bored
should join a club or a sport or try
to notice events happening on and
off campus. If a first-year student
is shy around new people or needs
help to deal with being far from
home, counselors in the Counsel
ing Center or an upperclassman
could give support.
If a university like Sacred
Heart does not offer a certain ma
jor or creates difficulties with tu
ition and travel, then maybe a de
cision to leave would have to be.
If there is a situation of boredom
or doubt, the best solution is to
make you own happiness.
As my dad says, college is
what you make of it. It ’ s up to you
tp decide.
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“What I’ve found here at Sacred
Heart is a dense and productive
learning atmosphere where the
students and faculty interact on a
personal level. This is very con
ducive to a good education.”
Sophomore pyschology ma
jor Stephanie Moniz, from
Sommerset, MA, agrees.
”I don ’ t think there ’s any other
school where you get to meet with
your advisor often. It’s small
enough where the teachers and
students are on a one-on-one ba
sis.”
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It was an III year in music
Beastie Boys and Live atop best in '94, while Pearl Jam falters
By Jonathan McCarthy

MUSIC

Associate Editor
Once again the year is com
ing to a close, and this year unlike
any year before offered many
pleasures for the ear. This year
also saw a growth in what is main
stream, like every year since the
debut of Nirvana. Once all is said
and done, however, there is al
ways a group of musicians that did
it better than anyone else over the
course of the year. 1994 was par
ticularly hard because there were
so many good bands and albums
but when push comes to shove
here is the top ten.

1) Beastie Boys- III Communi-

album which established true soul
rock. Returning in 1994, Live still
has the same passion and soul that
makes them memorable.

3) Frente- Marvin The Album
This quiet three piece from
England came as quite a surprise
this year. Their first single was a
cove of New Order’s club classic
“Bizarre Love Triangle.” How
ever further inspection of the al
bum provides joy for the ears.
Beautiful singles such as “Ordi
nary Angels” and “Accidentally
Kelly Street" prove that England
does not always have to be re
membered for gloom rock.

"I kick mad bass lines like Russel Simons steals money" the Beastie Boys above are sure to be roiling
in the money after 1994

Green Day and is everythingpffspring wished they were.

5) Green Day- Dookie

10) Nine Inch Nails- Downward

statg
Spng," which was just
a re-release of a Led Zeppelin
tune. Enough said.

Being at the right place at the
right time should be the epitaph
en lead singers Billy Joe’s grave,
From Lollapalooza to Woodstock,
this band has provided a pop appeal to punk music.

Spiral

Pearl Jam

Trent Reznor has finally be
come everything that he hated all
his life. However it was not him
that changed it was the scene. Either way the result was a good
album and a great year.
Along with a good year always come the bad. This year was
pretty easy because the poseurs

They probably should have
stopped with Ten. They should
definitely stop worrying about
what Ticketmaster is up to be
cause if their next album is as
rushed and as packaged as Versus
and Vitalogy they won’t have
anyone to sell tickets to...

6) Weezer- Weezer
Plain and simple, Weezer is
just fun. Their self titled debut
album features ironic looks at the
culture that raised them. This can
be seen in their first two singles
“Undone (The Sweater Song)”
and “Buddy Holly.”

7) A Tribe Called Quest- Mid
night Marauders

The Offspring provided 1994 with the first of what is sure to be
many horrible Nirvana want to he's
cation

4)Rancid- Let’s Go

Without a doubt, Mike D and
the boys kicked mad rhymes from
coast to coast. Their album pro
vided the listener with everything
from, phat bass lines, magically

This original punk band from
the bay area has consistently pro
vided hardcore tunes for almost
ten years. 1994 was no different.
This band was the forefather for

had been publicly scorned time
and time again.

Without a doubt Mike
D and Ad Rock kicked
mad rhymes from
coast to coast in 1994

This three man clan from
Queens proves year after year that
they can kick it. Their tracks
feature some of the most creative
samples to ever grace vinyl.
8) Beck- Mellow Gold
One must give respect to
someone who has a nationwide hit
that was created by accident while
he was making fun of Chuck D.

were out in full force due to every
recordlabelandtheirmotherlooking for the next Nirvana. Thevictims were the ears and the culprits
were, in no specific order:

9) Hole- hive Through This

Stone Temple Pilots

The success of this album
probably rode on the death of Kurt
Cobain. However, it was a powerful statement by a woman who

This band is a great cover band;
however, they possess absolutely
no creative power of their own.
Their best hit of 1994 was "Inter-

lyrical rhymes as well as the occa
sional hardcore jam that proved
that they were no joke. Not many
albums ever could offer as much
musical variance on one album let
alone do it so well.

2) Live- Throwing Copper
I saw this band in concert the
day before school started and I
still have scars on my arms. Not to
say that this band is good because
you can get hurt at their show,
rather that is how intense they are.
In 1991 they released there first

Frente (Above) was one of the biggest surprises of 1994. Marvin the Album is Just pretty to listen
to time and time again.

Offspring
^Pop music? Yes. Catchy
songs that you can hum? Nir
vana rip off? Definitely. This
band tries to hard to be the Ran
cid or Green Day and their gui
tarist looks like Garth from
Wayne’s World.
Candlebox and Collective Soul
These two bands I hold in the
same light. Enjoying the same
contrived success as did Soul
Asylum in 1993, both are perfect
examples of low wit and radio
overkill.
1994 also featured some great
single. This includes Big Audio's
"Looking for a Song." This song
pokes fun at the task of writing a
pop song. Other favorites in
clude "Your Favorite Thing" by
Sugar and "Get a Hair Cut" by
Pavement. As far as Hip Hop
goes the best single out now and
one of the best in 1994 is Craig
Mack's "Flavain Your Ear." This
versatile rapper has been out of
the picture since 1987 but returned
with a great single with a club
loop included.
There it is the best and worst
of 1994. As usual I’m sure there
are many people that disagree with
me but that is what next year is
for. Isn’t it?
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National Theatre of the
Deaf a cultural treasure
By Melissa Bruno

THEATRE

A & E Editor
In the hearing community,
culture is highly valued. Being
able to listen to music, watch a
film or a play, or sit down in front
of the television all play impor
tant roles in society. The mass
media contributes greatly to the
hearing world ’ s opinions on many
things. The deaf community also
has a distinct heritage. Film, tele
vision and theatre greatly affect

located in Chester, CT.
Originally, the theatre was at
the Eugene O’Neill Center in
Waterford. It ran its productions
from there until 1982, when it
moved to Chester.
In the almost three decades
they have been performing, they
have done over 6,000 perfor
mances on six different continents.
The company has traveled around

The theatre has performed
plays from many different genres.
The Three Musketeers, The Iliad,
Play by Play, which tells the story
of the Trojan War as a football
game, and Pour Saints in Three
Acts are just some of the different
shows the troupe has perfonned.'
They have also performed
original plays of their own, the
first being My Third Eye, a satire
about hearing people.
This season, the National
Theatre of the Deaf is performing
nationwide to rave reviews. The

A & E Briefs

^

Compiled by Melissa Bruno

Yale Repertory Theatre opens second show
of season
^
Figaro!Figaro by Beaumarchais/Odon von
Horvath will open today, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m. at the
Yale Repertory Theatre in New Haven. The play
will run until Sat., Dec. 17. Tickets for opening
night are $26. For more information, contact the
Yale Rep. box office at (203) 432-1234.

Stamford Centerfor the Arts presents holi
day extravaganza
The Stamford Center for the Arts will be
presenting the Vienna Choir Boys in concert on
Wed., Dec. 14 at 7 p.m. at the Palace Theatre. Tick
ets for this holiday concert are $25 and $18. Also,
The Nutcracker will be coming to the Palace TTieatre
Dec. 17, 18, 22 and 23 at various times. The New
York City Ballet will perform with the children of
the Stamford City Ballet and dancers from the
School of American Ballet and the Stamford Sym
phony Orchestra. Tickets are $35, $28 and $21. For
more info, call the box office at (203) 325-4466.

Presently, they are perform
ing An Italian Straw Hat, a French
comedy.
“Perfectly suited for audi-

MULiliima

them as well. Gne of the major
influences on deaf culture and its
advancement has been the Na
tional Theatre of the Deaf (NTD),

the world - over 400 theatres, all
50 states and 30 foreign countries.
No other American theatre com
pany has accomplished this feat.

troupe now consists of thirteen
actors, only three of which are
hearing - two are speaking actors
and one is a one-man band.

the best show in the Company’s 28
year history, ’’ said Laine Dyer, a
staff member of the National The
atre of the Deaf.
The show will be carried over
into the 1995-96 season, a first for
the NTD, due to nationwide sell
outs and the tremendous amount
of praise it has received.
After the 1994-95 season, the
show will have been performed in
51 cities across the country, rang
ing from Durham, New Hamp
shire to Seattle, Washington and
several stops in between.
They will even travel to Lux
embourg City in Europe in March
1995. Most of the shows are in

actual theatres or on college cam
puses. “The Company is hired by
each individual theatre or school,
and we travel wherever we have to
order to hrinfcQyjyiuit^re to the^
rest of the world,” said Dyer.
Branches of the NTD include
the Little Theatre of the Deaf,
which does performances for
children and a chapter of the NTD
in California.
The Chester headquarters also
runs a Professional Theatre School
that trains young aspiring actors
and theatre staff. Each year, inter
national students attend this school
so they can bring back what they
leam to their countries.
The National Theatre of the
Deaf will be performing on Jan.
21, 1995 at Fairfield University.
Tickets are available through
Fairfield U.'s box office.

Horizons reflects on SHU students
By Todd Woodard
Staff Water
The seventeenth edition of
Horizons has reached the Spec
trum office on a rather somber and
personally reflective note. Her
alded as an interdisciplinary and
multi-cultural journal, //or/zons is
published in memory of Professor
John Rycenga and lives up to its
interdisciplinary disclaimer.
The work does not feature
but instead includes works from
several cultures and goes as far as
publishing some stories in both
Spanish and English.
Works include poetry, social
essays and biographies with a
splashing of impressive artwork
to compliment the literature. Many
of the authors have included
multiple works that stand out as
undeclared chapters with merit.

I

M

The artwork is striking and
include works by Patrick Sullivan,
Suit Wong, Robert Abric, Michael
Summers, Jill Anderson, Tomoko
Yamashita, Marcia Elarde,
Kazumi Suzuki and Regina Batres.
With the exception of Wong’s
majestic “Jaguar,” most of the
works are portraits of individuals.
Summers’ “Laughing Child”
graces the cover with a felicitous
image, however, many of the other
drawings touch on displeasing as
pects of our society.
Examples include Anderson’s
“Homeless in NYC,” Elarde’s “In
The Name of the Mother,” Suzuki ’ s
“This Land is Your Land: This
Land Was my Land,” and Batre’s
“Old Man.” A certain indignation
arises from those once alienated

who are brought to the fore in
these pictures.
Most of the literary material
also follows along the lines of a

"Jaguar" by Suit Wong

desperate calling resulting from
personal strife and disillusionment.
The works call for an answer and
highlight many of society’s woes.

m

Bethany Treff’s “The Perils of
Women in the Working Class”
and Kimberly S. Luczynski’s “In
dividual vs. Societal Rights” are
well-formulated essays that show
this.
On the more poetic side are
works by Cesar Munoz Acebes
and Jason Dalrymple.
Horizons presents us with a
breathtaking look into the lives of
a handful of Sacred Heart stu
dents. Overall, the quality of the
work is commendable and power
ful. Its many soliloquies are worth
reading and an attempt should be
made to understand them as well
as enjoy them.
The works offer both a casual
opportunity and one of reflection,
almost religious in nature. A
blending pot of emotion, earthy
struggles and enlightenment. Ho
rizons is worth reading more than
once.
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Miracle provides Christmas fun
By Jonathan McCarthy

FILM

Associate Editor
This holiday season on the problems though. The major one
silver screen is shaped just like being that one can’t tell whether it
everyone previous to it, searching is a 1930 movie or a 1994 movie.
for the new blockbuster hit. There This confusion is caused by the
are many films out now striving clothing of the stars. Elizabeth
for that honor. One happens to be Perkins, who plays Mrs. Walker
by the same name of a now holi as a divorced single parent, is al
day classic. John Hughes‘Miracle ways dressed like a 1994 working
on 34th Street” offer a joyous romp women but her child, lovely Mara
through a child imagination as did Wilson, is always dressed in 1930
the original only it is set against a outfits.
90’s tone of business greed and
This little discrepancies can
corruption.
be easily overlooked by Mara
The movie shares only two .Wilson’s cuteness. Her adorable
things with the original. One, the voice and face do not become bor
fact of Santa Claus' existence is ing and express the innocence of a
questioned and two, the story fo child while dealing with life in the
cuses on a little child’s dreams.
90’s, as a fatherless child.
In the new Hughes' version,
This six year old’s road to
Santa is hired by a department stardom has been paved due to the
store and becomes a tremendous success of her supporting cast.
success. A rival store has Santa Richard Attenborough plays an
framed for beating somebody and incredible Santa and Dylan
the court case ends up to be based McDermott adds in a good role as
on whether or not Kris Kringle is the father-to-be.
legally insane. The case is settled
The movie will probably not
when the judge shows that our become a classic because of its
nation believes in God whose ex 1994 overtones (even Santa has a
istence can’t be proven so why not mean streak in the film) but never
believe in Santa.
theless it is a good time for all to
The movie does have its see.

The Sweetest Days are sultry and seductive
Jason Mazaik

MUSIC

Staff Writer
The Sweetest Days isYanessa
Williams’ third release and was
due out December 6. The Sweet
est Days follows her first album
The Right Stuff, which went gold
in 1988 and her second. The
Comfort Zone which went Plati
num in 1991, with the number one
hit ‘‘Save the Best For Last.”
The title track, ‘‘The Sweet
est Days” is the set’s first single. It
was written by Jon Lind, Wendy
Waldman and Phil Galdston, and
produced by Kieth Thomas, the
same team responsible for the
blockbuster “Save the Best For
Last.”
Vanessa’s voice fs sweet and
seductive on this single and the
song contains the same magic as
“Save the Best For Last.”
When listened to as a whole
the entire album flows together,
no one song really rising above
the other. This creates a certain
mood, and a rather humble-mel
low tone.
The music is rather pleasing
to listen to. The Sweetest Days
seems to produce the perfect mu
sic to fall asleep to after a long
day’s work.
About the purpose of the al
bum, Williams had this to say,
"My approach in terms of a pro
duction and my vocal is: no gim
micks. Just what’s the melody
line, a relaxed atmosphere, and a
relaxed approach to life. I am
thirty-one now and I do not have
the desire to just sing dance songs
so the kids will buy the record. I
do not feel that pressure at all now.

When record companies hear the
word ‘mature’ they think that
means no one is going to buy it.

that it will alienate the teenage
market. I do not think that is true.
Most of my fans are growing older
as I am and there is no reason to
run away from that.”
Williams’ words ring true, for

if you are already a Vanessa Wil
liam's fan you will love this album.
However, if you do not like
her, do not buy this album, it will
not change your mind.
Williams finds that the tone

With a great new relese, Vanessa Williams is enjoying some of her Sweetest Days

and mood of the setting in which
music is recorded often reflects
and weaves its presence into the
music. The Sweetest Days was
recorded in a studio filled with
illuminated lava lamps, burning
incense and flickering candles.
Two songs on the album,
“You Can’t Run” and “Betcha
Never” were written and pro
duced by Grammy-award-winner
Babyface.
“Betcha Never” is about a
man who does a woman wrong
and then she turns around and
does it back. A revenge song of
sorts.
“You Can’t Run” is a sultry
song with a definite Sade influ
ence.
Other songs of note include
a remake of Sting’s “Sister
Moon,” although this version is
made interesting by the female
interpretation, and “Ellamental”
which was written as a tribute to
Ella Fitzgerald.
Williams looks up to and
draws
inspiration
from
Fitzgerald’s work. In this, the
seventh track of the album, Wil
liams fuses a hip-hop element
with thesoulful jazz of Fitzgerald.
Aside from releasing a new
album, Vanessa is currently star
ring in Broadway’s Kiss of the
Spider Woman, and mothering
three children.
As I said before, if you are a
Vanessa Williams fan you would
profit greatly from dabbling in
The Sweetest Days.
I would never have went out
and brought this particular album,
but now that I have it, I will listen
to her smooth soothing voice
again to feel the pleasurable and
relaxing vibes.
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International Club seeks to expand
By Michele Herrmann
Features Co-Editor
They sponsor trips to places
like New York and Boston, two
cities where a gala of events and
cultures occur. Traditionally, they
hold a festival in which countries
around the world display their own
crafts, food, clothing and dance.
This may seem like a club
that involves only international
students but they extend member
ship to anyone interested.
The International Club is a
student organization that provides
“a friendly organization” to fight
the loneliness and difficulties of
adjustment that students far away
from home face. Through trips,
parties, cultural events and spe
cial dinners, students from all
countries can participate, meet new
people and learn about different
heritages.
Revived in 1985, the club is

now focusing on plans to increase
interest in their organization and

**The more people who
become interested in
International Club,
the more people bring
knowledge about each
other. We not only
learn about
backgrounds at
meetings. People
bring up certain topics
about culture during a
regular conversation.’**

to improve ways on handling ac
tivities.

So far the International Club
has had success with day trips.
“Trips are a way to get stu
dents more involved,” said Joe
Ibrahim, president. A New York
trip that included a tour of the
United Nations and a ticket to see
the Broadway play of Les
Miserahles and a bus trip to the
Big E State Fair in Massachusetts
offer a chance to experience a
variety of sights, tastes and
sounds.
“The United Nations shows
visitors a place where all coun
tries in the world deal with each
other,” comments Ibrahim. “The
Big E State Fair is an exhibition
of cultures in the Northeastern
part of this country.”
On campus, the International
Club holds events such as the
Valentine’s Day Semi Formal and
the International Feast. During
the football season, members have
worked in the concessions stand
cooking and selling food.

For Halloween, they orga
nized a Campus Haunting of the

North Wing of the Academic
Building in which the admission
price was two cans of non-perish
able food. From the event, the
club raised enough food to fill one
and a half boxes.
"We would like to change the
outlook on school as a fun place to

be," says Trusenia Hester, vice
president.
Besides involvement in cam
pus and service, members learn
about the various ethnic back
grounds of international and
American members.
“The more people who be
come interested in International
Club, the more people bring
knowledge about each other, “ says
Ibrahim. “We don’t only learn
about backgrounds at meetings.
People bring up certain topics
about culture during a regular
conversation.”
The club’s name may sound
elite, but its three officers, Ibrahim,
Hester along with secretary Louis
Bevilaqua, have been bom and
grew up in the United States.
Those interested in Joining,
the International Club meets every
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Interna
tional Student Center located on
the second level of Hawley
Lounge.

Hispanic holiday season is full of country tradition
By Cesar Munoz
Contributing Writer
Would you like to receive
pink panties for Christmas? What
would you think if your children
put a box with grass under their
beds? Would you try to eat twelve
grapes in exactly twelve seconds?
Well, that is all part of a His
panic Christmas.
A variety of festivities are
celebrated as a religious and com
munal holiday in most of the
Latino countries.
Puerto Ricans begin the
Christmas festivities on Thanks
giving Day. From that day on, the
parrandas, groups of people who
sing in the streets, serenade their
neighbors and friends almost ev
ery night, making sleep no longer
an activity on holidays.
They bring their guitars,
cuatros (a guitar-like instrument),
maracas (originally consisting of
an empty pumpkin with maize
grains inside, they are made today
of artificial materials), drums,
guiro (made of an elongated dried
fruit, on which several longitudi
nal slashes are cut, and played
with a bow), and bongos. They
play aguinaldos and seis chorreao,
six lively songs with religious or
patriotic themes.
For the rest of the Hispanic
people the most popular instru
ment at Christmas is the
pandereta, the tambourine. The
most popular song is the
villancico, the Christmas carol.
In Colombia the Christmas
season starts on December 7th.
On this day, decorative lights in
the streets and Christmas trees

come on. Candles placed outside
houses flicker. Those who cannot
afford to buy a tree simply get a
branch, remove its leaves, cover it
with cotton and then hang decora
tions on it.

The Stable
The stable is the most impor
tant piece of decoration in homes,
schools and hospitals. Colombi
ans set up the stable on December

tion for friends and family. Most
of the people stay up until the
morning, and in Puerto R^, that
includes children too.
On this Caribbean Island the
traditional meal for the night of
Christmas Eve is baked pork. They
also cook pasteles: a dough of
green banana, yuca, pork or
chicken, potatoes and spices, cov
ered with a banana leaf, and for
dessert, tembleque, arroz con
dulce, made of rice, sugar, cinna
mon, milk and coconut.
In Spain they have
'

polvorones, a cOoked soft wheat
dough, mazapanes, made of egg,
wheat and almond,'and" turTOtT;"
which also contains sugar and al
monds.
In Peru people eat nothing

until after the Christmas Vigil.
Later they dine on turkey, thick
cocoa with milk and paneton. arf'
Italian bread with fruits.
Epiphany’s Eve
There are large parades in
Spain on January 5th, Epiphany ’ s
Eve. Children hardly sleep that
night because they know the Three
Wise Men come to bring them
presents. Some leave a glass of
milk for the men’s camels, but
Puertorican children think grass
is more appropriate.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------V

Human body attracted to danger
By Flora Goodloe
Staff Writer
7th. They place the Three Wise
Men far away from the village.
As Christmas approaches,
they move them closer and closer
until they get to the threshold of
the stable on January 6th, the feat
of the Epiphany. BabyJesusisnot
placed into the cradle until Christ
mas Eve. Some families in Peru
keep him upside down and only
turn the figurine over just that day.

Christmas Eve
Although tradition says that
Christmas presents are brought by
the Three Wise Men on the night
of January 5th, many families ac
tually give them on December
24th. In Colombia every child
knows he or she has to go to bed
that night right after the last no
vena for Baby Jesus to bring them
their toys.
Christmas Eve is a celebra

For a split second Kathy
Bump thought she had breathed
her last breath. Harnessed into a
metal cable, hooked onto a forty
• foot tree, the junior media stud
ies major from Waterford, CT,
panicked.
“Adrenaline rushed to my
head, my heart began to beat
fast,” she said. “And I didn’t
hear or see anything. Not even
the instructions given me to
jump.”
Kathy was undergoing
Residential Assistant training to
overcome fears.
But, millions of mountain
climbers, rock climbers and
bungee cord jumpers, undertake
extreme risks for the big-chemi
cal reward associated with them,
writes Karen Evans, in Health
Magaz/nc.

•ntirV

“That edge holds a mysteri
ous attraction for human beings,
and it comes in many forms,”
Evans said. “In the grip of fear,
extreme exertion, or panic, the
bloodstream is charged with hor
mones released by the adrenal
glands. The hiker startled by a
bear feels an intense ‘rush’ and
hears her heart pound as if it has
rushed to her head.”
According to Dr. Edward W.
Malin, Sacred Heart University
chair, faculty of Social and
Behavorial Sciences, that edge is
a fairly simple physical mecha
nism that our bodies go through
when threatened.
“It is sometimes referred to as
the fight or flight mechanism,”
said Malin, “because it prepares
the body to defend or escape.”
During this time adrenaline
causes the body to undergo sev
eral changes and create butterfly
feelings in the stomach that some
people began to like according to

Malin.
“The heart rate increases,
the blood pressure goes up, the
long muscles are activated and
the digestive system shuts
down,” he said.
Malin and Evans agree that
those who subject themselves to
this on a regular basis, in addi
tion to producing adrenaline,
produce another substance that
is chemically similar to mor
phine.
“When the body produces
endorphin, it shuts out pain and
many find it pleasurable,,” he
said. “It becomes addictive.”
Evans feels however that,
“there is something contradic
tory about a seat-belt wearing,
vitamin gulping, smoke alarm
purchasing populace that so fears
its safety on the one hand, on the
other pays good money to go
churning down some unpredict
able rapids or hurtling through
the air on a rubber rope and a
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EmpowerYourselfzEidetic Images can Club Happenings
strengthen you, set you free
Compiled by Michele Herrmann

International Club T-shirt sale
By Katherine A. Bump
Contributing Writer
Powerlessness. It is’a feel
ing that most people dislike, or
rather hate and dread. A person
usually feels stuck and powerless
when dealing with another person
in their life. What most people
don’t know is that there are ways
they can find their own strength
and abilities to combat that feel
ing of powerlessness.
One effective way is to use
eidetic images. An eidetic image
is a detailed image of something
previously seen.
“These are special images
stored in the brain,” states
Jacqueline Sussman, founder and
director of the Imagery Training
Center of New York, in the No
vember, 1994 issue of Woman ,
“which can be retrieved in their
entirety by employing special
techniques.”
These images stay intact in
full detail in a person’s brain so
they may be re-viewed numerous
times. Details a person missed
when the situation occurred can
be noticed and this is how eidetic
images prove to be helpful.
Sussman says, “Eidetic im
ages are different from other types
of images such as dreams and
memory images in that there is no
‘forgetting’ or ‘distorting’ them.”
She adds, “They are not only vi
sual, but also contain feelings,
body sensations, and meanings.”
The aspect of the image
which is strongest will vary from
person to person because of an

individual’s fears and insecurity.
These fears and insecurity are what
holds a person back from seeing
an event for what it is and reacting
accordingly.

“However,”
comments
Sussman, “the most important
feature is that our strengths, po
tentials, and genuine responses,
not available at the time a life
event occurred, are stored in the
brain alongside the image of the
event.”
This is what Sussman referred

to as “hidden potential.” A
person’s potential is unlocked by
dealing with the images to unveil
a person’s powerfulness and give
them new attitudes when ap
proaching any situation that may
arise.
Sussman’s article offers an
Emanation-of-SelfExercise. This
exercise consists of 9 steps and is
suggested to be taken in a quiet
area where one can sit comfort
ably.
Tiffany O’Connell, an unde
cided first-year student from
Trumbull, took part in this exer
cise. She had an argument earlier
in the week and it still was upset
ting her. O’Connell recalled this
eidetic image from her brain
(Sussman says to let the informa
tion unfold).
“She looks mean, “ says
O’Connell. “She is yelling at me,
calling me inconsiderate, “ she
adds.
O’Connell explains how she
feels in this event, “I feel hurt and
embarrassed. She is belittling
me.”
Sussman’s next step is to en
vision a big wind entering the
room and surrounding you. As
sess what you feel at this time.
O’Connell says she feels “alone”
when the wind surrounds her.
The next step (#5) is to see
another you “pop” out of your
head and the old you disappears.
This new you takes over in this
image. O’Connell’s new self said
“I don’t care!” She said her an
tagonist was shocked and annoyed.
O’Connell says, “I feel like a
weight was lifted off of me and I

The International Club is currently selling tshirts for $10.00. The first fifty buyers will also
receive free club membership. Stop by the Interna
tional Student Center, located upstairs in Hawley
Lounge, and pick up a shirt!!!

Math Club serves pizza at meeting
The Math Club is holding a meeting and pizza
party today at 1:40 p.m. in the Learning Center.
Open to math majors, computer science majors and
students interested in math. For more information,
please contact Bob Davis at X456L

Here we come a caroling....
In the mood of some holiday cheer? There is a
Christmas Caroling for the Residence Halls sched
uled for tonight at 6:30 p.m. in front of South Hall.
Singers will receive sheet music. Refreshments will
•be served.

Aerobics open to all students
Aerobics sessions take place Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sundays from 5 to 6:15
p.m. in Jefferson Hill Building One. Keep fit during
the holiday session!

Mass Date
A special mass planned today for the Immacu
late Conception is at 9:45 a.m. in the Chapel.

V___________________________ ____________
don't feel powerless in that situa
tion anymore.”
If you have the time and de
sire to unlock your “hidden poten
tial,” focus on your eidetic im
ages. Let your feelings and sensa

tions find your power.
“See that these powers or ex
pressions are part of your real self,"
says Sussman. “Know that these
strengths can be used in other life
situations, too.”
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Covering all sports is harder then it looks
By Keith Zingler
Sports Editor

COMMENTARY

For the past year, I have been
the editor of The Spectrum sports
section. During this last year I
have tried my best to make the
section more informative and en
tertaining, while trying to main
tain the best possible coverage of
all varsity and club sports.
I have not or will I ever pur
posefully exclude any sport from
receiving the recognition that they
deserve. Now, I realize that some
sports have received more atten
tion then others over the time that
I have been editor. Believe me, if
1 had the resources at my disposal
to change that I would.
The sports staff here at The
Spectrum is a very talented and
dedicated one, all be it a very
small one. Many of you may not

know this but all the writers who
work for this paper don’t get paid
for any of the articles that they
write and we publish. Due to this
it is almost impossible to get stu
dents to follow a team religiously
and write an article on them every
week.
In order to get coverage for a
team every week, a member of
that team must write their own
articles. This means that the staff
we have here are either managers
or athletes on the teams that they
cover. While they are all talented
writers, they don’t necessarily
write because they like to, they
write because they realize this is
the only way to completely guar
antee that their sport will receive
proper coverage. Now, this might
not be how its done in the real

world (just imagine someone like
Deion Sanders writing his own
articles) but it is the best way for
me to get the most amount of

While they are all
talented writers, Ihey
don’t necessarily write
because they like to,
they write because
they realize this is the
only way to completely
guarantee their sport
proper coverage.

sports covered.
My duties as Sports Editor,

are to write one sports story a
week, edit all stories handed in,
layout two to three pages a week,
and recruit writers. I feel that I
have done a decent job on all ac
counts so far. Even though the
coverage has been improving, I
will be the first to tell you it can
indeed get better.
How can I as editor better
improve the coverage in the sports
section? To be honest with you I
can’t. I wish I could assign writers
to cover sports that are not re
ceiving the proper amount of
coverage.
My writers write so their own
sports are covered. It would be
unfair of me to expect them to
write about another sport and ne
glect their own. Even ifl could get
them to cover another sport instead
of the sport they are associated
with, I wouldn’t because this
wouldn’t be fair to them or to the

readers. Look at it this way. Fox
hires John Madden as an an
nouncer, do you send him to cover
water polo or football? Of course
Madden is going to cover football.
That is what he knows about.
Any editor or producer is
going to send someone who is
acquainted with the subject that
they are covering, instead of
someone who is not. For a team to
receive the best possible coverage
someone close to the team has to
write it.
Remember we are not a pro
fessional newspaper. We do not
have the ability to hire people to
dp a job or the power to make
them do anything for us. For us to
get a paper out each week, we
must rely on the dedication of
others to give up a little of their
free time. Instead of taking the
time to criticize what we don’t
cover, take the time to cover it.

Intramurals offers students competitive sports
By Jeanine Farfalla
Contributing Writer
It's that time of year again for
intramural sports at Sacred Heart
University. Intramural sports are
designed to provide healthy and
competitive activivities for stu
dents at Sacred Heart.
The goal of the program is to
provide an opportunity for every
student to participate in competi
tive sports activities as regularly
as his or her interests, ability, and
time will permit.
According to the intramural
program brochure, "Students are
able to enjoy organized sports,
have fun , keep fit, meet new
people, cultivate leadership skills,
and put to good use various learned
skills."

Recreation Center
THE REC CENTER IS LOCATED IN HAWLEY
LOUNGE AND iS AVAILABLE TO ALL STU
DENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF.

Entertainment and Equipment available:
VIDEO GAMES
BILLIARDS
SHUFFLEBOARD
PING-PONG

AIR HOCKEY
FOOSEBALL
TENNIS RACKETS
BASKETBALLS

VOLLEYBALLS
SOCCER BALLS
TRACK BALL

"It is a good opportunity for
students who don't participate on
varsity collegiate sports," said Jim
Sherdian, a senior from Long Is
land, N. Y. "They have a chance to
enjoy some type of a competitive
sport activity."
Information pertaining to
intramurals is available in the OL
fice of Student Activities located
in the Hawley Lounge. A bulletin
board in the lounge, will serve as
the official announcement board.
It is the responsibility of any person
participating to verify schedules,
information, and new events.
According to Denise Sutphin,
Director of Student Activities, "No
matter what your skill level or
competitiveinclination,
intramurals will fulfill a need for
you. If you get involved you are
sure to be a winner!"

League: ladies start play
Continued from page 16

DECORATE OUR
TMAS TREE!!
Iplease bring in a Christinas
choice, and help \is decorate our
for the Holidays!

n't Miss the special
Christmas Pinner
y, December Sth; 4:30-7:00
All Are Welcomed!
bme catch the Holiday Spirit!

Caldwell had the lead for the
first 6 minutes but a Chrissy
Perkins 3 pointer would change
that for good. After trailing 6 to 5
the Lady Pioneers took charge and
never looked back.
Neither team could be called
hot in this one, as they had trouble
getting the ball in the net. Sacred
Heart shot a dismal 34% for the
game, while Caldwell shot only

23%.
Leading Sacred Heart was
Beth Huber who hit 14 points and
7 assists. Puffy Dillion added 10
points for Sacred Heart. Defilippo
continued to do well in the re
bound department pulling in 11
boards.
The women will head North
this weekend to take on St. Anslem
on Saturday. They then will open
up league play against New
Hampshire on Sunday.

Sigma Delta Ki
Will be hosting a servant
auction Sunday night at
Chubby's. The auctions
will start at 8pm. Opening
bids will start at $3
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Upset about strikes and lockouts? Forget
about them, come out and watch the Pioneers.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Seranten
7pm

Qninnipac
7pm

Men’s
Basketball

at St.
Anselm
4pm

Women’s
Basketball

at St.
Anselm
1:30pm

Continued from page 16
met with Wesleyan, who is placed
fifth in the ECAC South. Last
year’s game ended "with a final
score of 11-1. Not this year. Al
though they lost, with a final score
of 6-4, it was a totally different
team on the ice, compared to last
year’s. Sacred Heart dominated
the whole game, but could not put
the puck in the net.
Goaltender Art DeGaetano
had twelve saves, while
Wesleyan’s goalie had to come up
\Vith thirty. Jon Yackmack scored
the first goal, assisted by Chris
Baker, at :33 into the second pe
riod. A few minutes later, at 4:05,
Doug Sylvester scored, assisted
by Mike Silvestro. The last two
goals, in the third period, were
both scored by Aaron Foust (who
leads the team in point with nine
points).

Indoor
Track

Men’s lee
Hockey

Wed.

Schedule: tough on Icemen

Men’s
Volleyball

Coach Glynne said, “The
Wesleyan game was frustrating.
Those are the games we have to
win. Wesleyan wasn’t necessar
ily better, but you have to play 60
minutes of hockey in order to win.
Unfortunately, we’re playing 40
or 45 minutes, and the lapses are
what cost us.’’
Sacred Heart’s record is now
2-6-0 overall, and 2-3-0 in the
ECAC South Division. Friday,
Dec. 9, Sacred Heart meets up
with Scranton, at the Milford Ice
Pavilion. This is the first time
these teams will meet. On Sun
day, 12/11, they meet up with
Quinnipiac, also at Milford. This
is the last game before Christmas
break. Quinnipiac, who we lost to
first semester last year, and then
beat second semester, is placed
sixth in the ECAC South. Trans
portation is available for both
games. Sign up in Student Ac
tivities.

B-Ball Stats
Men's
Name
Burkette
Vulin
Kmiec
Johnson
Doyle
Chong

Q.
5
5
5
5
5
3

GS
5
5
5
5
5
0

Casey
Johnson
Toppin
Twarosch
Dunphy
Gallirani
Brown
Rondon
Hvizdo

5
1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

4.
2
4. ,
3
2
1

22.6
21.6
21.8
21.8
20.2
12.3

PPG
21.8
14.8
12.2
11.4
10.8
7.3

17.0
4.0
16.6
16.6
4.5
5.5
7.3
0.6
3.0

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.3
0.0
0.0

me

,

Women's
Name
Perkins
McCullion
Huber
Schatz
Keefe
Dillon
Defilippo
Lumbra
Delaney
Brown
Doody
Clark
Lague
Lawrence
Brosseau

G
4 .
5
5
5
5.
5
5
5
5
2
4
2
3
2
2

■
GS
0
3
0
5
5
5
5
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

ME
21.7
21.8
17.6
22.8 ^
20.2
21.2
25.2
17.2
11.8
16.5
10.0
5.0
4.7
8.5
5.0

,
PPG
11.7
10.6
9.4
8.6
8.4
8.0
6.2
5.4
3.6
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.3
0.0
0.0

Cagers: Still rolling
Continued from page 16
forward Brian Johnson and
Kevin Vulin. Both players have
been playing tough inside on
both ends of the court. Due to
their strong play, Mike Kmiec,
Burkette. and Doyle can stay on
the floor together, giving them
more time to get hot from out
side.
Brian Chong and freshman
Steve Twarosch have played

well off the bench.
This Saturday, the Pioneers
take on St. Anselm College in
Manchester. New Hampshire, at
4 p.m. This will be the last game
of the first semester for the team.
Although the second semester
won’t begin until the 15th of
January, the team will be play
ing five games during this
stretch. They will spend the
holiday season playing in The
Merrimack Tournament, De
cember 23 and 29.

Junior Kim McCullion was named to the East Stroudsburg Tournament team this past weekend. She
averaged 11 points and 8 rebounds for the two game tournament. Sacred Heart takes on St. Anslem's
College this weekend at Manchester, New Hampshire.
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Have a Merry Christmasl
From The Spectrum
Sports Staff
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Men's hoops continues roll
By Keith Zingler
Sports Editor
The Pioneers are off to one of
their best starts in recent history.
After last Saturday’s dismantling
of Merrimack College, the team is
standing taller then center Kevin
Vulin.
For the first time in a long
while the Pioneers are playing
great basketball early in a season.
Last year the team started off slow,
but picked it up later in the season.
This holiday season is starting to
shape up a lot nicer for the fellas
then the last one.
In truth there are no com
parisons to be made with this team
and last year's. Every starter this

year is averaging more then ten
points a game, with Johnny
Burkette being the early season
leader with more then 20 points
per game.
“The reason we are off to
such a good start,” explains
sophomore Joe Doyle, “is are three
guard offense. Using three guards
means we are always going to
have a man open to take the three
point shot.” This strategy has
worked Saturday, as the Pioneers
were 9 for 14 from three point.
While the shooting has been
there early this season, the reason
the three guard offense is working
is because of the strong play of

See Cagers page 15

Ladies split
-:%s

University of Bridgeport
shocks SHU; ends hope for
undefeated season
By Matt Bronson
Stafl Writer
The woman ’ s basketball team
brought their show on the road
over the weekend and managed to
gain a split at the Rotary Pocono
Classic.

Senior basketball player Brian Johnson (25) steals a rebound away from an AIC eager in Tuesday’s
home loss. The loss is the Pioneers’ first of the season, bringing their record to a still impressive 5-1.
Photo by Chris Nicholson
Sophomore Joe Doyle (11) looks on.

First round action saw the la
dies taking on an old rival, the
University of Bridgeport. Sacred
'Heart put together a good first half
and had the lead at halftime 42-32.
The second half was all Bridgeport
as they outscored the Lady Pio

.M'

neers 42-32.
Kim McCullion paced Sacred
Heart with 16 points to go along
with her 5 rebounds and 4 assists.
She was also named to the all
tournament team. Theresa
Defilippo continued to do well on
the boards pullig 11 rebounds. She
also chimed in with 5 points of her
own.
After losing to Bridgeport,
the Ladies would face Caldwell in
the consolation game. This was of
no consolation tp Caldwell.

See League page 14
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Hockey struggles
with schedule
By Kerri Anne Mahoney
Staff Writer
The men’s ice hockey team
lost their last two games. On
Tuesday, 11/29, the Pioneers
traveled up to Springfield, MA, to
matejj up with American Interna
tional College. It was Sacred
Heart’s first ever meeting with
AIC. The final score was 8-3,
with the goals scored by Chris
Baker, Mike Silvestro, and R.C.
Letkowski. AIC was leading the
whole game, but by a very small
margin. Going into the third pe
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riod, the score was 4-3, AIC. Heart
still had a chance to come back,
but they allowed the opportunity
to slip away.
Coach John Glynne feels that
it is hard to judge the team on the
out of conference games because
they are stronger programs. “I felt
we had a real opportunity against
AIC, to beat them, especially after
the second period, but a couple of
mistakes put us in a position to not
come back from a deficit.”
On Saturday, Sacred Heart

See Schedule page 15

Mmi-

Pioneer wing Aaron Foust (right) celebrates along with fellow sophomore Jon Yackman (21) after
Yackman scored in the second period of Saturday’s 6-4 loss at Wesleyan University.
Photo by Chris Nicholson
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